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Peer approval is one of the most rewarding parts of graduate students, and postdoctoral fellows were at the
heart of these efforts. And I take special pride in thea career in biomedical research. As such, I am especially
independent accomplishments of these gifted associates,gratified and honored to be named Co-recipient of the
some of whom are here today. Although there are too1999 A.N. Richards Award of the International Society
many to be named here without putting you all to sleep,of Nephrology. Of course, the body of work being given
I hope they know that they are indelibly inscribed in mythis signal recognition was the product of many minds
personal honor roll. But I do have to express my grati-and many hands.
tude to Phyliss Clauson, Ella Highland, and Diana Mar-The privilege of spending a career-lifetime in acade-
ver who contributed so much, over so many years, tomia was made possible by my mentors, Daniel Laszlo
the group and to me.and Louis Leiter at Montefiore Hospital, and Arthur
Science is, as everyone knows, an ongoing process. OfK. Solomon and Francis D. Moore at Harvard Medical
note in the work that immediately preceded ours and
School. Their devotion to scholarship was inspiring, and gave us entry, is the basic model of transepithelial ion
their guidance had a lasting influence throughout my transport formulated by Hans Ussing, the introduction
career. During these formative years, daily involvement and exploitation of the isolated toad bladder system by
with my fellow research fellows and technicians was cru- Alex Leaf and the response of this system to aldosterone
cial to my learning the arts of science and of friendship. discovered by Jean Crabbe.
The largesse of the NIH, and the resources provided Finally, I wish to apologize to my immediate family for
by the University of California at San Francisco and the times when I may have been distracted, inattentive or
Columbia University in New York were essential to the away from home. My only excuse is the addictive nature
conduct of our work. I use the phrase “our work” because of the work. Their forebearance and support has my
deepest gratitude.all of it was a group effort; about 100 research assistants,
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